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Okay, we are
getting down to the
wire. September has
come and gone. We
are getting closer to
December. The
Molasses raffle is not
going to be around
much longer. Get
your tickets now.
The feature
article for this month
comes to us from a
website called
“Tom’s Treasure
Island.” Sorry it is
not with the article
but it was a really big

article. If you are
note, please send me
interested in the site, articles for the news
this is the address:
letter. I am running out
of ideas and I know this
is a very boring read.
Please help! Send
anything, a funny
moment on the beach, a
research project.
Anything! Thank you.
Happy Hunting.
http://
www.thomasathomas
.com
On another

~Amy
Fun103@aol.com

Treasure Hunter’s Code of Conduct
Source: South Florida 4. We will not trespass.
Treasure Hunters Club 5. We will return lost

1. We will respect the
rights of others
2. We will fill in all
holes.
3. We will not deface
property.

items, if possible.
6. We will support our
local Police
Department
7. We will dispose of all
trash.

8. We will report the
discovery of all items
of significant
historical value to a
local accredited
historian.
9. We will be a credit to
our Club, Community
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10 Tips to Enhance Your Metal Detector Treasure
Hunting Experience
1. Choose a metal detector that's right for you
The first step towards becoming a successful treasure hunter is choosing a quality metal
detector that best meets your needs and objectives. Think about the kind of treasure
hunting you want to do and how often you want to do it. Consider how much money you
want to spend, keeping in mind that a new detector can cost anywhere from $100 to more
than $1000 depending on its circuitry, features and performance capabilities. Also,
determine how much you already know or are willing to learn about operating a metal
detector. You should ultimately invest in an instrument that is easy to use and can help you
achieve your goals.

2. Read your detector's owner's manual
Take a closer look at your owner's manual after assembling your detector. You'll find basic
instructions on how to operate the detector's controls and valuable advice on how to use
the detector's special features to help maximize your chances of finding treasure.

3. Research
One of the secrets to successful treasure hunting is research. Try to learn as much as you
can about the location you want to search, the kind of treasure you want to find and the
best ways to recover it. The more prepared you are the greater your chances for success.
Research can be something as simple as inquiring about good places to hunt or as
complex as investigating the history behind a suspected gold cache site. Treasure hunting
magazines, books, metal detecting clubs, local metal detector dealers and Internet chat
forums are just a handful of the resources available.

4. Perform bench tests
Bench testing is a great way to become familiar with your detector's capabilities and
limitations prior to spending time in the field. Knowing what to expect from your detector,
such as the audio and visual signals triggered by various targets, can help you to find
treasure more quickly and easily.
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5. Learn proper search and recovery techniques
Did you know that scanning in a straight line as opposed to a wide arc helps keep the search
coil level, prevents it from lifting after each sweep and ensures that overlap sweeps remain
uniform? And that using a screwdriver-like probe to locate a pinpointed target helps prevent
target damage and makes it easy to refill holes? These are just a handful of numerous tried
and true treasure hunting techniques that can improve your chances for success. Detector
owner's manuals often contain useful information on how to scan, pinpoint and recover
targets.
6. "Practice makes perfect"
Perhaps the best treasure hunting tip of all: The more you hunt the better hunter you'll
become and the more treasure you'll find. No matter how sophisticated your metal detector is,
your success ultimately depends on your ability to use your detector to its fullest potential.
7. Take care of your detector
Help prolong the life and performance of your detector by cleaning it thoroughly after each
use and storing it in a location free from extreme temperatures.

8. Mind your manners
Filling search holes, obeying No Trespassing signs and leaving a search area in better
condition than it was found, are a few of the responsibilities of a dedicated hobbyist. Many
treasure hunting enthusiasts and organizations have adopted a formal Code of Ethics for
Metal Detector Operators.
9. Be careful
Most treasure hunters agree that compared to a lot of other hobbies and sports, metal
detecting is probably one of the safest activities around. Nevertheless, a smart metal detectors
knows the importance of observing the following cautions:
DO NOT hunt in areas where electric lines, gas/water pipelines, bombs or other explosives
may be buried.
NEVER trespass or hunt on private property without permission.
NATIONAL and STATE parks, monuments, military sites, etc., are absolutely "off limits."
BE CAREFUL when digging toward a target where the underground conditions are
unknown.
10. Reap the rewards
Gold, silver and jewels are just a few of the potential rewards of treasure hunting. Many
hobbyists find metal detecting a great way to enjoy the outdoors, stay in shape and meet new
friends.
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Meet the Officers:
President: Richard Hart
E-mail: RichardHartClassic@gmail.com
Vice President: Mitch King

Treasure Coast
Archeological Society

E-mail: mking11@earthlink.net
Secretary: Donna Rothery

Guests are always welcome!

E-mail: FRothery@aol.com

Meetings are held at North Indian

Treasure: Mary McGee

River County Library on SR512 in

E-mail: exfarm@bellsouth.net

Sebastian, FL.

Hunt Master: Mark Holshoe
E-mail: kg4fsu@bellsouth.net
Newsletter: Amy Hart

The first Wednesday of every

E-mail: Fun103@aol.com

month from 7:30 to 9:30 pm.

Table Winners and FOM
Rings: Frank R.*, Shoe, MT
Jewelry: Frank R.*, Shoe, Debbie, Neil, Skip, MT
Group Coin: Frank R., Shoe, Debbie, Skip, MT*, Marty
Miscellaneous: Shoe, Debbie, Neil, Skip, MT*, Marty
Artifacts: Shoe*
Single coin: Neil*, MT
Fossils: M. King
FOM: Frank for Rings

The Last Word
Have something to share with the club? Let us know! This is
your paper. Tell the world about your first find. What
machine do you use? Have any advice for beginners?
Send an e-mail to Fun103@aol.com. Make sure that your
name is on the article so we know who to give credit to.
Hope to hear from everyone soon.

